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 A recent progression of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) augmentation its 

employments for different applications. It’s also vulnerable to being, stolen, 

lost, stray, or destroyed at status of a security infringements for the UAV 

network. The proposed strategy is defending against of different attacks 

through using artificial intelligence by implements five steps: RGSK, 

GCSCS, SEDC, HSSC, and FVNF. UAV authentication is happened in the 

first step through the Curve448. We performance deep reinforcement 

learning to run with GCS for packet assignment as it implemented for switch 

current state identification before updating. In our work we ability to 

alleviate for attack of flow table overloading by assigned of packets as an 

under loaded or idle switches. Then, selected the least loaded switch by 

applied 5 tuples. Hence, we divided SDN to SEDCs and HSSC forms. First 

in the SEDC we using Shannon entropy to achieve classified of input packet 

in to regular and suspicious packets. Last will forwarded regular packets to 

cloud layer. By growing multiple self-organizing maps for maintained in 

NFV that used to classify suspicious packets as classes normal or malicious 

packet. The proposed performance work evaluates using NS3.26 show up 

the better strategy to secure UAV for different attacks. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is a major drivers of the smart society that is produces of 

different cost efficient services such as surveillance, search operations, inspection, policing, traffic 

management, involve rescue, and package delivery [1]–[3]. In fact, an UAV is aircraft flying without human 

pilot on board as well as it controls autonomously based on operator or the onboard computer systems during 

flight [4]–[6]. Through information technology with computer developments, the UAV communication and 

miniaturization therefore included of other flying objects quadcopters, balloons could, and gliders be also 

included in UAV. The first UAV was designed and used through second world war for military operations 

after that was used in the civil applications. So, the UAV is used in different environments everywhere in the 

globe depending to them respective laws of country with regulations [7], [8]. 

Wireless communication is one of the critical enabling technologies for UAV. The network 

functions (NFs) like switching, routing, bandwidth allocations, and even load balancing that associated 

within network devices together. So, for any UAV with processor and memory for help it by taken dynamic 

network related decisions [9]–[11]. The control of UAV network and maintain is very difficult based for 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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UAV system developers because of many challenging like fitful connectivity, high mobility, high operational 

expenditures cost, and dynamic network topology that were associated with software integrated devices as 

well as, reduce reliability of the UAV network system’s [12]. 

So, by implement of network softwarization (NS) technique via the UAV network will be possible 

to aforementioned issues associated and eliminated. It provides and decouples the softwarization of NFs that 

are accomplished via the devices of network and UAVs. The recent fifth generation technologies (5G) like 

network function virtualizations (NFV) and software defined networking (SDN), which the enablers to 

softwarization [13], [14]. Over dividing user plane from control plane in SDN as forwarding plane by 

network programmability utilizing the open source interfaces like OpenDaylight [15] OpenFlow [16] through 

southbound application programming interfaces. At the data plane for manage of switching and routing for 

data packets of UAV by populates of the flow table in centralized control plane. Nevertheless, without any 

additional hardwares costs, the NFV permits to a NFs for virtualization, which share a physicals resource like 

storage and compute with networking to expand of networks services based on UAVs systems. Multiple 

instances of NFs are creating by helps of containers at a NFV systems based on a network demand during 

single virtual machine [17]–[21]. 

According to a discussions raised, networks softwarization provides number of supports to the UAV 

network like NS authorizes system developers without making the entire network shutdown to regulate the 

NFs of UAV with policies via a centralized programming controls, NS is logically centralize of UAV 

networks intelligence within programmable NFs, NS increment of end user quality of services with quality of 

experiences [22], NS preserves for the UAV specific dynamic path information like to accomplish the 

mission timely from source to destination, and last NS allows flexible and cost efficient solutions (NFV 

without implement of any additional device) of UAV that is useful to mission criticals application [23]. The 

benefits of the UAV mentioned in the above paragraphs help for increase the acceptability with number of 

organizations in the world. Nevertheless UAV security continue the common agenda. UAV security will 

extreme importance because of vastly used in different mission critical applications. The vital information 

can affect the entire UAV network if compromised of any UAV can disclose through intruders. 

The 5G mobile network helps with SDN/NFV for implement a UAV networks management for 

make it a robust with easy through separating of control from the data plane or forwarding plane for a UAVs. 

Therefore when implement of SDN will allows take real-time dynamic decisions of the programming 

performance of UAV NFs in the control layer in efficiently. Also will increases the UAV network of it 

scalability. For the best communication by intended of a SDN, NFV with cloud and 5G network to be more 

of rate with less data latency as a goal of our proposed work. 

Many of work based for security of UAV in last few years, some of them will be the focus of related 

work in our paper like Fichera et al. [24] introduces an OPERETTA system to mitigate synchronous (SYN) 

flooding attack by implemented in the controller. Presented a system lengthy delays as it first proves the 

transmission control protocol (TCP) source then implement the forwarding rules [25], [26]. Among the 

previous studies, it wasin implanted an identity based of cryptography structure between data and control 

planes of SDN for secure communication [27]. In the same field implement the SLICOTS system, at SDN 

based of combat attack of SYN flooding. Beneath different attacks scenarios they have performed a 

SLICOTS system with decrease the time of response up to 50% as an expansion of the ODL controller as 

compared within a existent states of the art system [24]. 

In this way also introduce effectively information used on UAV networks for manage and analyze by 

monitoring platform was implement based for SDN controller, also introduce a balancing algorithm to maintain 

a desirable network service. The SDN framework based on towards knowledge centric networking [28], [29]. 

Additionally, introduce a SDN based to secure structure for preserve UAV against a particular attack like a 

distributed denial of service, wormhole, and blackhole attacks [30]. Moreover, implement of new kind of UAV 

network called SUV depened on SDN structure with blockchain technology to physically distributed control 

plane for the configuration management as well as routing calculation to UAV network [31]–[34]. 

The aforementioned security solutions for SDN with NFV may be suffer from different issues such 

as lead astray of UAVs from their legitimate ways when prospect of distributed denial of service attack in 

SDN controller. The attack of man in the middle may be spoofed for communication via data and control 

planes, the UAV data privacy may be could compromise because of various policies are being implemented 

through much trusted third party (TTP) system of software compatibility issues, and may be the UAV 

network functionalities put down entire when compromised was happen for controller. The proposed work is 

a viable solution implemented to mitigate of security problem associated to the UAV network softwarization. 

The rest of proposed work in this paper is marshaled by: i) introduce the work on proposed design system for 

security UAV based by SDN with FNV and AI; ii) method of simulation environment of this paper. Then 

provide of security of our proposed for design work; iii) result for proposed work and discussion based on 

attacks; and v) at the latest, we state our concluding remarks. 
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2. METHOD 

In this section, we will explain the proposed design system to detected as well as prevent various security 

attacks. The propose work will be managing a network of UAV in both cases based on data communication as 

UAV-to-UAV by switch and between UAV-to-ground stations. Where we will use 5 steps to provide adequate 

flexibility and protection that is shown in the Figure 1. The proposed security work is divided into 5 steps, namely: 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Main structure of proposed UAV system 

 

 

2.1.  Register and generated secret key 

First step in our proposed system is register and generated secret key (RGSK), any UAV that requests 

access to the system, the TTP will register its data from device ID, IP address, password, and the media access 

control (MAC) address. The TTP generates a secret key and gives it reliability if the registration information is 

correct. The secret key is generated by using the (Curve448) key generation algorithm. 

Curve448 is elliptic curve algorithm with possibility to providing 224bits of security. Curve448 

introduce for utilize with the elliptic curve Diffie Hellman (ECDH) means ECDH for key agreement scheme 

for cryptography. Curve448 permits quick execution when compared via other curves algorithm by 

comparable security [35]. Hamburg select the Solinas trinomial major rule Hp=2,448−2,224−1. Solinas 

trinomial calling a "Goldilocks" major" based on defines a golden ratio φ=2,224". Prime feature of the golden 

ratio major is quick Karatsuba multiplication [36], [37]. The curve Hamburg utilize is a not twisted Edwards 

curve Ed: A2+B2=1−39081B2A2. The constant ds=−39,081 was selected as a little absolute number, which 

had the needed mathematical properties, thus a nothing up my sleeve value [38], [39]. 

TTP will provide the generated secret key for UAV to the ground control station (GCS) as a step for 

mitigate spoofing attack of IP. The UAV IP address assigned will remains stable as long as the connection is 

continuous and is changed in some cases and a new IP is taken, such as turning off, restate or exiting the 

UAV from GCS. So, the GCS generates a pseudorandom number for UAV registration by xor function 

between secret key and UAV IP. The UAV should be return pseudorandom number from GCS by used secret 

key. The authentication process occurs for GCS depending to the pseudorandom number because of a name 

is various as well as valid for specific time [40], [41].  

Open the document you would like to format and import the styles. How this works depends very much 

on the version of Ms Word that you use. The styles’ names to be used for online-journals.org are preceded by a 

“0_” which makes them appear first in the styles list and therefore easier to be found. Now just place the cursor in 

the paragraph you would like to format and click on the corresponding style in the styles window (or ribbon). 
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2.2.  Ground control station classified switches 

In the second step in our proposed system will processing UAV requested flow by selected the perfect 

switch through the GCS. The GCS classified switches based on 5 tuples of switch for 3 types as an overloaded, 

states under loaded and idle according. The characteristics of switch are packet forward rate, packet drop rate, 

packet received rate, duplicate packet rate, and packet time interval. The switch that is an under loaded will be 

selected by UAV based on the flow table usage to prevent overloading attack from switch by address the flow 

table. Therefore, will used deep reinforcement learning in our work to interact and learns via a real world 

environment as well as to extreme reward for environment in the current state. Deep reinforcement learning is 

depend on finite Markov decision process through entities that is following: i) step 1 X means a set of state and 

Y means set of action; ii) step 2 the probability of transition state is Z (X’ |x, y) means for action y of a state x 

the probability distribution function is calculated of state space; iii) step 3 r means a discount factor that has a 

range between 0 to 1; iv) step 4 the reward 𝛾 (X*y) will calculated by use a state with action (set of a real 

number); and v) step 5 use finite Markov decision process when X and Y are finite variables.  

When given X and Y in the environment we can compute of a probability distribution function to 

the follows reward r by (1): 

 

𝑍(𝑥′, 𝑟|𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑧𝑟(𝑋𝑇 + 1 = 𝑋′. 𝑦𝑡 + 1 = 𝑟|𝑋𝑇 = 𝑥. 𝑌𝑇 = 𝑦) (1) 

 

Also, according to the rewar function we can compute the state of transition probability z (2): 

 

𝑍(𝑋′|𝑋, 𝑦) = ∑ 𝑍(𝑥′, 𝑟|𝑥, 𝑦)𝑟∈𝑌  (2) 

 

For compute the expected reward of x and y as (3): 

 

𝑟(𝑋, 𝑦) = 𝐸[𝑦𝑡 + 1|𝑋𝑇 = 𝑥, 𝑌𝑇 = 𝑦]∑ 𝑟𝑟∈𝑌 ∑ 𝑧(𝑥′, 𝑟|𝑥, 𝑦)𝑥′∈𝑥  (3) 

 

Two metrics will have updated for switch stage when applied deep reinforcement learning algorithm 

are packet inter arrival time and flow duration. The arrival time of the inter packet is a time variance via 2 

succeeding data packets. And between the first and last packet for flow duration. The following fig will 

illustrate the switch update by deep reinforcement learning algorithm. Variables that enter of every switch as 

well as current state are gated in deep neural networks (DNN). Through, input variables will be calculating a 

weight value for a hidden layer and then locate the current state. also we compute the switch’ s state for any 

request from UAV in our proposed work. 

Based on packet inter arrival time with flow duration metrics we compute the objective. The GCS 

has 2 targets, the first one is specify the benign packet within a message to be switch as well as based for the 

network will be prohibit as a result to eliminate the malicious packet within message as second target. 

Therefore, will minimize the attack traffic percentage. 

 

2.3.  Shannon entropy for domain controlle 

SEDC is the third step in our work, depending in packet features will classified and processed the 

packets in this step. So, by Shannon entropy function will classified the packets into 2 types as suspicious 

packets and regular packets that is computed by (4): 

 

𝑆(𝐸) = −∑ 𝑝(𝐸𝑗) log2(𝑝 (𝐸𝑗))
𝑚
𝑗=1  (4) 

 

The Shannon entropy is S(E) as well as the feature probability is p(Ej) for Ej. Shannon entropy shall 

build based to learning average with its dynamic. Average of a Shannon entropy is beneficial characterizing 

each specific attack in the work, so, an incorrect decision will happen when the threshold as default setting on 

packet classification. For Shannon entropy in our work, we have assigned a threshold dynamically 

established as well as we computed the error based on multiple samples. Then will forwarded to the cloud for 

regular package through a smart controller. 

 

2.4.  Hierarchical structure of smart controller 

Through HSSC will manage multiple controllers that connected with it as deploy in the domain 

controllers step in hierarchical structure to be presentation the performance of proposed work through an attack 

of a control plane saturation. The smart controller acts as second secret key that generator, to generate and 

schedule a secret applied key at whole of switches spreader for an environment. The smart controller used same 

algorithm for generating secret keys. Actually, authentication process of switches based on switch ID with 
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location and even history of packet by investigated with maintained at a smart controller and databases of 

domain controller. At smart controller, UAV attack of hijacking is alleviated through following: MAC with IP 

address of UAV and path of location for ID (UAV communicated with switch). For updated of this information 

specific to smart controller as well as reflected in the domain controller and GCS for attack alleviation.  

 

2.5.  Forwarded virtual network function 

In this step will forwarded the questionable packets to the virtual network function for confirmation 

classification as malicious packets or regular packets utilizing the growing multiple self-organizing map. 

Growing multiple self-organizing map is proposed to discover the attack of distributed denial of service, so, 

it's adaptive and dynamic as well as has characteristic of unsupervised learning and supervised learning 

algorithms. Wherefore multiple virtual network functions are chosen in the cloud for classification the 

deployed for the current load. Questionable flow classification in virtual network functions is depend at a 

sequencing: i) source of IP UAV address; ii) destination of IP UAV address; iii) flow duration of UAV;  

iv) service kind; v) UAV length of a packet; vi) current timestamp; vii) UAV sequence number; viii) UAV 

action; ix) UAV unique identifier (pseudorandom number); and x) source UAVs locations (based on X-

axis,Y-axis position or longitude with latitude). 

After process of a flow request of regular packets depend at a python scripts then the system will 

have removed malignant packets from the network. Three entities will take in considered are success of 

packet average, loss of packet average and error of packet average when classification the packets. A 

questionable packet within height success of packet average within low for both of loss and error average of 

packet is considered as regular packet. The threshold in growing multiple self-organizing map is dynamic as 

well as should be miscellaneous for various packets. Therefore, the system will be possible to efficacious 

determine the malignant packets from its header. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, it is explained the results of our proposed work and at the same time is given the 

comprehensive discussion. The proposed work was simulated is implemented by using network simulator 

(NS3), that is real time separated happening with open source NS. We used C++ as a programming language 

for simulation code as well as Python for commitment of programming. Also, we associated OpenFlow 1.0 

for network simulator. Through our work, we used a 5 functions which is a get, set, update topologies with 

set flow table, and last is get flow status. Then using NetAnim programming to assistance of emulation with 

two modes consists of a real time scheduler. So, by GNU GPLv2 platform implemented we can simulation 

visualized as well as testbeds from the simulation (dynamic moving) with supported of live system. We 

implement the software-defined networking/network functions virtualization of 5G testbed for the simulation 

our work that is illustrate in following figure. Our work structure consists of completely connected, that is 

implemented of 50 UAVs as (U1,U50), nine of switches as (S1,S9), three of controllers as (HSSC1, HSSC3), 

and three of GCS (GCS1,GSC3). The proposed system was process in a Linux OS by Ubuntu 14.04 with 

allocated of single CPU core i7 and RAM of 6 GB. Our proposed work is executing a simulation in 5 minute 

with environment length of 1k*1k as well as buffer capacity is 10. Also 2 seconds as a packet interval with 

100 mbps as data average some of work comparated with other works [39]–[41] our proposed work is a best 

strategy to secure UAV for different security attacks.  

Based on the information provided by security of our proposed work, the transmission evaluation of 

confirmed better security and efficient authentication within various UAVs in the wireless medium that’s 

shown by the following Table 1. Based on the Table 1, the following figure depict growing UAVs numbers 

in network, then spontaneous security communication with more in the proposed strategy in the same time 

will low floss based on bit transmission as shown in Figure 2. The ratio of throughput transmission through 

network for different UAVs are represented in the following Table 2. Based on the Table 2, the throughput 

result of proposed work gives preferable performs via transmitted among UAVs as well as shown in the 

following Figure 3. Through real testbeds, in this section we see the analysis of our proposed work to defend 

against different types of attacks like IP spoofing, distributed denial of service, flow table overloading, host 

hijacking and control plane saturation. 

 

 

Table 1. Transmission evaluation 
Number of UAVs RGSK (bits) GCSCS (bits) SEDC (bits) HSSC (bits) FVNF (bits) 

50 8,480 12,640 13,750 15,135 16,825 

100 8,765 11,700 13,200 14,700 16,090 

150 8,670 10,515 12,300 13,590 15,435 

200 9,320 11,700 12,650 13,650 14,550 

250 8,960 10,500 11,780 12,535 14,170 
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Figure 2. Show the transmission evaluation 

 

 

Table 2. Throughput transmission 
Number of UAVs RGSK (bits)  GCSCS (bits) SEDC (bits) HSSC (bits) FVNF (bits) 

50 752 1,574 1,340 1,216 1,065 
100 893 1,336 1,074 1,034 994 

150 846 1,071 1,233 1,311 1,416 

200 961 1,187 1,214 1,334 1,397 
250 795 1,121 964 934 863 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Throughput of different UAVs 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In particular, for mitigate vulnerabilities and various security threats we proposed a strategy to 

achieve secure of UAV based on 5G cloud network with SDN/NFV programming. The main determination 

of this work to alleviate of attacks that infects UAV networks as: FlowTable overloading, distributed denial 

of service (DDos), IP_spoofing, host location hijacking, and control plane saturation attacks. To alleviate of 

IP spoofing attack, we used Curve448 algorithm with pseudorandom number generation for UAV device 

authenticated based on process held in TTP to be best achievement more than traditional ECC algorithm. For 

data plane, we authorized packets of UAV are performed using GCS that serves as middle via UAV and 

switches as well as for detect process and preventing it of interventions at a SDN/NFV for a packet of 5G 

networks. We performance deep reinforcement learning algorithm to run with GCS for packet assignment as 

it implemented at switch identification of current state before update process. In our proposed work we 

ability to alleviate for attack of flow table overloading by assigned of packets as an under loaded or idle 

switches. Then, selected the least loaded switch by applied 5 tuples. Hence, we divided SDN controllers to 

SEDCs and HSSC forms. first in the SEDC we using Shannon entropy to achieved classified of input packet 

in to regular and suspicious packets. last in the HSSC will forwarded regular packets to cloud layer. By 

growing multiple self-organizing map for maintained in NFV that used to classify suspicious packets as 

classes normal or malicious packet. therefore, through evaluate our proposed work performance it is the 

better strategy to secure UAV for different security attacks. 
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